Healthy Nervous System Tissue Support

Delivering Health Solutions
That Work

Nervagesic
Relieve nervous system discomfort
with Nervagesic

In over 25 years of operation MediHerb has
not only demonstrated an unwavering
commitment to quality in herbal products, we have
redefined it. We believe our unique approach to
quality sets a standard for herbal products that is
unsurpassed in the world today.
Kerry Bone and over 20 health care professionals
work within MediHerb while still maintaining
their own clinical practices. We know from our
experience that the quality of a product you take
makes a huge difference to the health outcome you
experience. We dedicate ourselves to researching and
making the best possible products to deliver
you health solutions that work.
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Nervagesic

MediHerb was co-founded in 1986 by worldrenowned phytotherapist, Professor Kerry Bone.
In his words, “Our passion at MediHerb is to unlock
the healing power of plants by combining the
time-honored wisdom of traditional knowledge with
sound clinical experience and the rigor of scientific
research. This quest can only be attained by the total
commitment to quality and continuous improvement
which permeates every aspect of our endeavors.”

Nervagesic – Natural Relief for Nervous System Discomfort

Our nervous system acts as our body’s control and
communications center. Supporting its health is essential
for optimal well-being and functioning at full capacity.
MediHerb’s Nervagesic is a gentle, effective formulation
designed to ease nervous system discomfort by supporting
healthy nervous system tissue and promoting relaxation in
the nervous system and muscles. It may work to relieve
physical nerve-related discomfort, support emotional
well-being, help us relax and get a good night’s sleep.*

How is Nervagesic Unique?
A unique, safe and effective product, Nervagesic is
formulated by MediHerb’s team of experts to support
nervous system function on many levels.
It’s a therapeutic herbal blend specifically designed to help
calm and relax the nervous system and relieve physical
tension and discomfort occurring from different sources.
This specialized product may also enhance the ability to
fall asleep faster, as well as promote a deeper, more
restful sleep.
MediHerb meticulously tests the raw materials used in the
products, to deliver an efficacious product that provides the
best possible outcomes.*

Who Needs Nervagesic?
What is Nervagesic?
This innovative new herbal formula from MediHerb
combines California Poppy, Jamaican Dogwood
and Corydalis.
California Poppy, known locally as Cup of Gold, was
used by Native Americans to promote healthy, restful
sleep. It has also been prized since ancient times in
traditional Chinese medicine.
Corydalis is another time-honored Chinese herb, used for
almost any type of physical discomfort relief. It may also
assist in improving sleep patterns.
Jamaican Dogwood is valued for its calming effect
on muscles and its soothing effects when feeling
emotionally out of balance.*

Effective nervous system support is the key to feeling well
and functioning at full capacity no matter what challenges
life throws at you. So if you are dealing with muscle cramps,
physical tension and discomfort, trust Nervagesic.
If you exercise regularly and experience any muscle or
nerve-related discomfort, Nervagesic may work to relieve
that discomfort and bring back the pleasure in being active.
When you’re finding it difficult to relax and your nervous
system is out of balance, Nervagesic is formulated to help
provide support for relaxation.
Rest is vitally important for the nervous system. Nervagesic
may assist with falling asleep, staying asleep and improving
sleep quality.*

Nervagesic is an efficacious formula
combining Corydalis, Jamaican Dogwood
and California Poppy. These herbal
ingredients work therapeutically
together to:
	Ease nervous system discomfort
	Provide nervous system support
during temporary or occasional
nervous system discomfort
	Promote relaxation in the nervous
system and muscles
	Support healthy nervous system tissue
	Ease the effects of temporary or
occasional nervous stress
	Provide relief from occasional
sleeplessness
	Enhance the ability to relax during
the night
	Ease the effects of cramping associated
with menstruation
	Relieve muscular cramping
	Ease muscular discomfort, eg caused
by exercising
	Provide antispasmodic activity for
smooth muscle*

Ask your health care professional
today if Nervagesic is the right
product for you. They will also inform
you of any cautions to be aware of
when taking this product.
*These statements have not been evaluated by the Food & Drug Administration.
This product is not intended to diagnose, treat, cure or prevent any disease.

You Can Rely on Nervagesic

We all know what it’s like when the Internet goes down.
Tasks we take for granted as being easy to complete are
suddenly more challenging. In the same way, the effects
of nervous system tension and discomfort we experience
in our daily lives – whether from stress, overwork, or
exercise – sometimes make it more difficult for us to get
through what the day brings.

Compelling Benefits

